Diving into the rat plasma proteome to get to the bottom of decompression sickness.
Decompression sickness (DCS) is the collective term for an array of signs and symptoms triggered by ambient pressure reduction. It is of particular concern to divers as they decompress on ascend from depth to sea surface, but despite a long history of studies the determinants of DCS risk are incompletely understood and there are no validated biomarkers. In this issue of Proteomics Clinical Applications, Lautridou et al. [8] report on their search for DCS biomarkers in rats exposed to simulated diving. By comparing the plasma proteomes from animals showing neurological symptoms to those emerging from dives unaffected, they identified several high-abundance proteins not previously associated with DCS. The most significant finding was a near depletion of thyroxine- and vitamin A transporter transthyretin in symptomatic rats. In addition to their potential role as diagnostic biomarkers, the proteins identified in Lautridou's study may offer new pieces in the yet incomplete puzzle of DCS etiology.